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1. Chemical Shift in MRI.  Place a phantom with both water and fat/oil in the birdcage coil.   

a. Magnitude of Chemical Shift.  Acquire a 256x256 full echo spin echo image at the 
lowest bandwidth available.  Save the raw data.  Repeat with the frequency/phase 
directions swapped.  From the image data, measure the chemical shift of the fat relative 
to the water (σ).  Check the data acquisition window (the duration of the readout 
gradient) on the scope and calculate the bandwidth from this duration.  Hint: a 
bandwidth of X on a GE scanner means that the Larmour frequency ranges from –X to 
X across the FOV during readout. (3 points) 

b. Dependence on FOV.  Repeat the scan with a different FOV.  Does the chemical shift 
in cm, or the chemical shift in pixels stay constant?  Why? (2 points) 

c. Dependence on the Matrix size.  Repeat the scan with the original FOV at 512 
resolution in the readout direction.  What happens to the chemical shift? (2 points) 

d. Phase shifts from chemical shift.  Reconstruct a phase image from the data from part 
1a.  What is the relative phase of the fat compared to the water?  Collect an SPGR 
gradient echo image at the same FOV and matrix size, also full echo, at a TE of (2/ σ).  
The bandwidth may need to be high to do this.  Save the raw data.  Repeat with 
TE=(2.5/ σ).  Reconstruct phase images from these data and describe the phase 
relationship between water and fat at these two values of TE. (2 points) 

2. Signal to Noise Ratio. Place any phantom with signal in the birdcage coil.  A simple measure 
of SNR in a magnitude image is the mean value of the signal in a ROI of the phantom divided 
by the mean value of a patch of background outside the phantom.  The noise outside of the 
phantom in a complex image should have zero mean, but in a magnitude reconstructed image, 
the background has a funny distribution (Rayleigh) because of the magnitude operation, and 
the mean value is non-zero but proportional to the standard deviation of the complex noise. 
a. Dependence on bandwidth.   Collect 256x256 spin echo images at two bandwidths, 

for all other parameters constant.  Predict the relative SNR and compare with your 
measurement. (2 points) 

b. Dependence on FOV.  Increase the FOV by about 20%, predict the relative SNR, and 
compare with your measurement. (2 points) 

c. Dependence on matrix size.  At the original FOV, reduce the resolution in the phase 
encode direction to 128 and rescan.  Leaving the phase encode resolution at 128, 
increase the frequency encode resolution to 512 and rescan.  Predict the relative SNR 
and compare with your measurements. (2 points) 

3. Aliasing and motion artifact.  Place a live human in the scanner and landmark at the 
mid abdomen.  Acquire a localizer scan, and then prescribe an axial scan with frequency 
encode direction L/R, located entirely anterior to the abdomen.  Use an SPGR gradient 
echo scan with TR 100ms and flip angle 60°.  Scan while the subject is holding his/her 
breath.  Repeat the scan until clear ghosting of the aorta is visible in the images.  Repeat 
the scan with the frequency encode direction A/P. 

a. From the spacing of the aortic ghost, calculate the subject’s heart rate. (3 points) 
b. Why do you get a useful image with frequency L/R and not A/P? (2 points) 


